Local media visit HBP for tour of several sites

Members of the local media got the opportunity to get up close and personal with construction on the Harbor Bridge Project. A media briefing and tour was held in April where journalists were provided an overview update on the project and a tour of specific areas covering the Roadworks, North Approach and South Cable Stay Bridge sections of the project. Media representatives had the chance to walk on top of the three spans currently erected in the North Approach section of the Project, access completion of the new Stillman Pedestrian Bridge and visit the footing and pylon construction at the South Cable Stay Bridge area of the project. Thanks to our construction management and crews for accommodating our visitors and thanks to our local media for continued coverage of the project!

Stillman Pedestrian Bridge now open to the public

The newly constructed Stillman Pedestrian Bridge is now open to the public. The pedestrian bridge that crosses IH 37 near the Nueces Bay exit is the first, newly constructed structure to be open on the project. The new bridge includes enhanced safety features with the addition of public entrances that span both IH 37 main lanes and the frontage roads. The original pedestrian bridge was demolished as part of the Harbor Bridge Project. It is the only pedestrian bridge to be rebuilt as part of the overall Project.